JUNE 2020 NEWSLETTER
•

The June meeting of Village
Quilters is cancelled. We will
keep everyone updated as soon as
additional information is available.
We hope to see you in September.
In the meantime, stay safe and
healthy. and quilt on!

•

•
•

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
Think about it. Quilting
claims a major place our
hearts, our minds, and
our time. Especially now,
quilts, quilt tops, table
runners, fabric bags,
masks, potholders, and
placemats are overflowing in the homes of
Village Quilters. Like volcanic eruptions of
creativity, fabric is being transformed into
objects of purpose and beauty.
In the midst of this whirlwind of activity let’s
take time for some reflection and reminiscence.
Think about your favorite quilt.
• Was it part of a group project, a class, a
personal challenge or goal?
• Did you make it for someone special, or
for a special occasion?
• What made it your favorite?
• Did you name it? Label it? Date it?
• Describe it – what colors, pattern,
fabric,
• What was your skill level at that time?

Was it challenging to make, how long
did it take? Did you have to rip out
seams, ask for help, or start over?
Did you have any fabric left over from
making the quilt? Did you use the
remnants to create something
additional? If so, what, when?
Where is it now? How has it been
used/loved.
If it could talk, what story would your
quilt tell?

The following YouTube video is perfect for this
article. Sing it with me… "Of all the quilts I've
loved before." https://youtu.be/rVq0ONrSH-Q
Take care and quilt on!
Rene Stiebing, VQ President
SUNSHINE
Linda Murrow is in need of continued prayers
and sunshine. She is suffering with serious
medical issues and was hospitalized. Linda is
home now. Cards or calls would surely brighten
her day. She has her cell phone handy and the
phone number is in the directory in the "Alumni
Members" section.

PROJECT LINUS
I have good news to report.
Hospitals are starting to request
Project Linus quilts again. If you
have a finished quilt or need a
quilt kit to work on, contact me for a porch pick
up or drop off.
Stephanie Sanidas

2020-2021 MYSTERY QUILT!
OK Ladies... Time to think ahead. We will
display our 2019-2020 mystery quilts at the
Sept VQ meeting. Meanwhile we need to think
about next season.
The mystery quilt will require 40 five inch
squares. I know that some of you have been
trading squares... now what are you going to do
with them? This quilt needs 40 but they must
be the right size... 5 inch square. You can have
a theme or just scrappy or buy them already
cut in a packet from a designer fabric line that
you like. I thought you might like to get a jump
start on thinking about your fabric.
This is an easy quilt but very interesting in how
we will assemble it. I think you will be
surprised at the end product.
Smiles......Jacqueline Formica

5” SQUARE EXCHANGE
Hi, Exchangers! Sorry to hear that we will not
meet in June. I’ll update in September
regarding what to bring. Missing everyone!
Kathy Appleton

KITCHEN NOTES
Surely missing all the quilting
ladies, presentations, show n' tell,
and those delicious dishes we
share. Hope we will be able to get
back to it one of these days! Take care and
enjoy your own cooking - I know I have had to!
Joan Costello

IN SEARCH OF ….
Thimbleberries 2005 Quilt Club – Sunrise and
Sunset. My mom came across a UFO she
started in 2005 but has no pattern. If you have
the pattern or know of a place she could find
one, please contact me. Thank you.
Donna Shroff

VIRTUAL SUMMER WALL HANGING PROJECT
I recently made a flower wall hanging for my
daughter-in-law and enjoyed it so much I am
going to make one for myself. I found the
pattern in an old Fons and Porter magazine and
adapted it to fit my space. I asked and was
granted permission by the designer, Keri Duke,
to share the pattern in a group project. The
write up calls it fat eights friendly, but I found it
very scape friendly. No curb side pick up
necessary!
I thought it would be fun to start an email
group and work on the project together, I
would give you new instructions every few
days. I can present it as a “mystery” wall
hanging or send out a picture, depending on
what the group would like to do. It has several
interesting, but easy, blocks that fit together in
a fun way. The biggest piece of fabric you will
need is 1 ¼ yards of a cream background. The
rest is assorted bright and pastel scrapes. The
pattern finished project is 35 X 29, but I
modified the pattern to fit my space, which is
26 X 29.
This is a bright, fun project but still looks
interesting, and comes together easily. It fits
my “immediate gratification” agenda for this
spring. If you are interested, email me in the
next week and we will get started! I’m in the
book.
Stay safe!
Paulette Chellis
THANK YOU
Thank you for your prayers, cards, and notes
during my recovery from pacemaker wire
surgery. Your thoughtfulness was much
appreciated and very uplifting.
Love to all
Kathy Appleton

VILLAGE QUILTERS WEBSITE
http://villagequiltersmd.com/

FALL RETREAT
This year's Fall Retreat at the West River
Retreat Center is November
12-15. As of this date, we are
still going. If anything changes,
I will notify everyone already
signed up to go. There is one
spot open if anyone is
interested. Once this spot is filled a waitlist will
be started. The fee this year is the same as last
year, $240. A deposit of $120.00 must be paid
by our June meeting in order to hold your spot.
Please make your checks payable to Village
Quilters. If your deposit is not made by June, I
will be contacting people on the waitlist. If you
have any questions or concerns, please let me
know.
Sharon Coffman
ladybug3157@gmail.com

SEWING MACHINES WANTED
The Helping Up Mission touches many lives
helping Baltimore men and women who have
nowhere else to turn - who have come to the
end of their ropes due to poverty, addiction,
heartbreak or some other crisis recently
expanded. Their recently expanded women's
program is looking for donations of sewing
machines in good working order, hopefully with
a manual. Please contact Robin Dodd, 410-8215131, or see her at a guild meeting if you have a
donation. Thank you.
Robin Dodd

SPRING RETREAT
Looking ahead – we’ll surely need a getaway in
March 2021. We are on the books for Monday,
March 8, through Thursday, March 11, 2021.
The cost will remain the same -- $510 Single;
$360 Double; and $325 Triple. You can come to
OC on Sunday and the room is a flat rate of
$95.
If you wish to tack on the Thursday night for
another day of sewing, it's just another $95
more per room night. Meals after Thursday
lunch would be on your own. The sewing room
would be ours for all of Thursday and until
noon on Friday! Are you in? Just let me know
the standard or the deluxe sew-in!
Cindy Reisberg

BLOCK OF THE MONTH
The Block of the Month for June is “Scrappy 9Patch.” Many of you are
probably working on
quilts during these long
months and have leftover
scraps.
This 12 1/2-inch block will give you the
opportunity to use some of those scraps.
Please choose one colorway of fabrics, such as
all blues or all reds or all yellows, etc. The
center is a solid or tone-on-tone 4 1/2”-inch
square. See the pattern at the end of this
newsletter and on the website.
So, whenever we meet again, there will be two
BOM drawings at the meeting - one for
"International Sister" and the other for
“Scrappy 9-Patch.”
Daria Phair

SCRAPPY
9-PATCH
May & June 2020
Block Size: 12 1/2 inches
(unfinished)
Many of us have fabric scraps left over from our quilt projects. This month’s Block of the Month is
designed to used some of those scraps. You will be making eight (8) 4 1/2” scrappy squares. The center
square is a solid or tone-on-tone block.
Fabric Requirements & Cutting Directions
• Choose a selection of about twenty-four (24) scraps in the SAME COLORWAY (all blues, all reds,
all greens, etc.) that are various widths (approximately 1 1/2” to 2 1/2”) by 5” long.
• Cut one (1) solid or tone-on-tone 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” square for the center.
Sewing Instructions for Making the Scrappy 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” squares
PART A
Method 1 (as seen in the green block)
• Choose three (3) scraps that go well together and sew them together.
• Press, so both seams go towards the center fabric.
• Trim to make a 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” square. Make eight (8) squares this way.
• Go to Part B.
Method 2 (as seen in the red block)
• Sew the 24 rectangles together to make a strip that is about 36” long.
• Press all seams in the same direction.
• Subcut into eight (8) 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” squares. (You may have to tweak the cutting line a bit,
so you don’t have a very narrow scrap on an outside edge.)
• Go to Part B.
PART B
• Lay out the squares as shown in the examples, with the solid square in the center. The scrappy
squares are laid out like a Rail Fence block.
• Sew the three squares in each row together, then sew the three rows together.
• Press the seams towards the center row.
THE BLOCK SHOULD MEASURE 12 1/2” X 12 1/2”. DO NOT TRIM.

Answer Key, along with other fun games, can be found on the Missouri Star website:
https://blog.missouriquiltco.com/category/missouri-star-cool-stuff/

